A quick overview of the latest guidance and evidence on current issues such as smoking, sexual health, health inequalities, mental health, obesity, substance abuse, women's health – in fact anything that you ask for!

If you have a topic suggestion, please email it to Rachel Posaner. Previous searches can be found at: [http://bit.ly/1H6QOQk](http://bit.ly/1H6QOQk)

---

**Parliament UK**

- Brexit: health and social care
- Brexit: a reading list of post-EU Referendum publications by Parliament and the Devolved Assemblies

**European Public Health Alliance**

- Brexit, Trade and Health

**Faculty of Public Health**

- What impact will Brexit have on public health and health services in the United Kingdom?

**NHS Confederation**

- Brexit, the NHS and mental health
- Northern Ireland and the EU exit - a unique set of challenges
- News from the heart of the EU | Elisabetta Zanon

**General Medical Council**

- Oral evidence to Health Committee Brexit inquiry

**HSMC Library**

- Cross-border healthcare March 2017

**BMJ**

- Bernard Merkel: Article 50 and the potential effects of Brexit on health
- Ingeborg Welters: Brexit is making EU doctors question their future in the NHS
- Martin McKee: A plan for Brexit? Some hope
- Martin McKee: The Brexit White Paper—making Britain great again?
- Brexit raises concern over UK role in EU rare disease initiative
- Half of NHS doctors trained in other EU countries are considering quitting UK, warns GMC

**The Conversation**

- What a ‘no deal’ Brexit would mean for healthcare of British pensioners in Spain

**National Health Executive**

- EU Brexit negotiator calls for European staff to be
TUC analysis details risk to NHS and social care in England from loss of EU workers

Almost half of EU workforce considering leaving UK, BMA reveals

European NHS staff ‘frightened and anxious’ over Brexit uncertainty

Social Care Online

Brexit: children’s rights at risk or future opportunity in the global era?

Care in a post-Brexit climate: How to raise standards and meet workforce challenges

The road ahead: a review of the voluntary sector’s operating environment

Google Scholar

Brexit and rare diseases: big risk, bigger opportunity?

Post Brexit: challenges and opportunities for radiology beyond the European Union

EU nurse figures in decline long before Brexit vote

Research events

Health and Brexit (CLAHRC Oxford, May 2017)

European Health Policy Group (EHPG) meeting (Birmingham, May 2017)

Blogs and other news

Brexit and the NHS: Challenges, uncertainties and opportunities (Health Policy, March 2017)

Nurses joining NHS from EU fall by 75% following Brexit vote (Politics Home, March 2017)

EU nurses no longer want to work in Britain. Brexit is poisoning the NHS (Guardian, March 2017)

The fog of Brexit is engulfing the NHS. It’s up to Theresa May to provide clarity (Guardian, March 2017)

What will happen to the European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) after Brexit? (Telegraph, March 2017)

Free health cover for Britons in Europe is under threat (The Economist, March 2017)
Brexit and its possible impact on health provision in Ireland (Irish Medical Times, March 2017)

Hard Brexit has potential to deny people NI medical treatment (Irish Times, March 2017)

Brexit: NHS faces crisis unless Government guarantees right of remain for 145,000 EU workers, TUC says (Independent, March 2017)

Comprehensive Sickness Insurance The scandal of CSI, the little-known loophole used to deny EU citizens permanent residency (LSE blogs, March 2017)

Comprehensive Sickness Insurance: what is it, and who needs it? (Free Movement blog, Jan. 2017)

Home Office say it is “longstanding practice” not to remove EU citizens lacking comprehensive sickness insurance (Free Movement blog, March 2017)